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THE MIRACLES OF 21-DAYS GRATITUDE-PRAYER
In different religious scriptures (I consider them spiritual before they got
corrupted) it's said that, God created the entire cosmos, with a word.
In Vedas its mentioned that A-U-M is the sound or the word through
which the Cosmos was created, Bible says, "And God said,
'Let there be light,' and there was light”.
There have been many experiments done with words and sound
which gave miraculous results in healing and life. And it has to be,
as "words" are the magical waves of creation. Words were used by
the Source-Power in creating this Universe and so, whenever
we use words - speak, write, think; we have a chance to use
the same force or power of the Source. Thus, every word we
speak becomes our magic wand through which we too can
create and have the same impact as the Source.

The Supreme Reality is not a mere existence, immutable
and featureless.
It is supremely aware; it is a Consciousness. And this
Consciousness is again not a mere awareness.
It is dynamic, it is a Power. When this Consciousness
as Power moves into action, creation ensues.
- Rg Veda
The power that we have isn’t static, it’s dynamic and with its action we
can create. The right action leads us to “Create” right which simply
means we manifest our desires. This is also a part of Rtam, as
elaborated in Vedas.
Rtam is the cosmic flow and knowing that the “flow” is there,
there’s "no desire” of the flow.

What I am trying to impress here is that the concept of materializing
one’s desire from the higher vantage point doesn’t looks like
fulfilling a lack or filling up an “empty” space. It simply means
that whatever we “want” we already have. “Manifesting” isn’t about
“seeking” anything but knowing who we are. Because in
that knowing-ness we have it all.

For example, if we’re seeking more money because we
don’t have money then this isn’t manifesting, its hustling and
maniac lust of money which never fructifies. In true
manifestation which can also become “Instant” we have to
know we already have money, because we are the
"super-powerful Soul", but since we are not able to see
it in our daily life simply means there are some karmic
veils on our mind’s eye, our inner-eye which is hiding the
abundance from us.
With the 21-Days Gratitude-Prayer Course we are instilling this
wondrous knowledge of knowing our complete power which
is beyond our wildest dreams, thus never be in lack again in our
career/job/work/business, love life, relationships, money-finances,
health (physical-mental-emotional).
We all live in a Quantum Universe which in simpler
terms is the Higher-Mind of the Source-Power.
As you awaken and ascend you will see that whenever
you connect to your Higher-Mind which is part of the
Cosmic-Mind, you will see everything in a “flow”, in motion,
which will feel liquid-y or airy-energy like, with denser particles
to make it look solid too, at the same time. It’s like the denser
particles are constantly transforming & changing (Rtm) into
this liquidy-airy state.

So the truth is, everything changes every second or even in lesser
time than that, and in this, nothing constant state whatever we are or
wherever we are, is changing constantly. This is the true power
to our manifesting an amazing material and spiritual life,
because without the one, the other can’t happen, never happens.
In our 3D denser reality time rules, and whenever we are
working with our un-manifest and manifest energies with this
21-Days Gratitude-Prayer Program, we are tearing off the veil
from our true-self, from our true life of abundance,
prosperity, happiness & fulfillment.
The struggle thus is never “manifesting” because it’s already
there, happening anyways, the difficulty we face every day is
“forgetting” who we really are. Peeling the veil is the only action
we need to undertake and what better way than to use
the power of words and thus the power of sound, one of the
primordial acts of the Source-Power.
“Our Father in heaven” has already given us all, it’s only our
doubt, our faith and trust or the lack of it that decides want we
can really see.
There are 2 quotes by Dr. Wayne Dyer that I feel is
befitting what we are learning,
Change the way you look at things and the things you
look at change.
The more you see yourself as what you’d like to become,
and act as if what you want is already there, the
more you’ll activate those dormant forces that will
collaborate to transform your dream
into your reality.

Both of them talks about, understanding our inner-reality of power,
of purpose and of driven divine-will of leading our divine life, our
divine-destiny, completely. This is activating those dormant powers
all Masters talk about and teach.
It becomes easier for us to lift the veil with the 21-Days
Gratitude-Prayer (GP) because we are activating those
dormant energies which are the two powerful aspects
of the Source already awakened in us or waiting for
us to awaken them.
They are the un-manifest Divine Masculine and manifest
Divine Feminine forces of unlimited power,
love and abundance.
The 21-Days of our bliss is completely built on it, but first let’s see
the power of Prayers and Gratitude.

PRAYER & GRATITUDE
It has often been said that “Prayer is we talking to GOD, and
Meditation is GOD speaking to us”. Since ancient times prayers
were touted as the best form of manifestation and getting what
we want. In modern, new-age spirituality things may have
changed but we are still using prayer in its different forms to
achieve those dream of ours.
Prayers are the first ever manifestation practice, that used
the power of our spoken words, although most of us now a days
pray in the wrong way and keep thinking why our prayers aren’t
answered. Prayers are created by adding the right (read high
vibrational) words that can bring immediate shift
and change in our reality that we have waited for long.
Prayers are one of the strongest & powerful tools of changing
reality – manifesting – creating happiness through the healing of
our inner-dimensional matrix created through many lifetimes and
that has the negative karmic grid. In simpler terms it changes the
dynamics of our subconscious which starts living a new reality,
which is our dream and for which we are using Prayers.
As prayers Gratitude is also a powerful tool of changing our reality,
creating a new timeline matrix of our wish. Gratitude has remained
at best a side-kick (if I may say so) to other healing & manifesting
techniques, but I feel it's the strongest tool to achieve the Bliss-Matrix
of life where everything is possible, where we are completely in
mastery and balance with the life-force of abundance & prosperity
flowing with ease & grace through us.
If we don’t maintain any healing or manifesting routine and
just say a genuine “thank you” to everything in our life at every
moment, we attract amazing miracles. There are many examples
shared throughout about this magnificent technique, yet it has always
fall short of its real pedestal.

THE DIVINE TWINS
DIVINE MASCULINE & DIVINE FEMININE

Aham Bhramashmi
- This is the GREAT SAYING (Mahavakyam) from the Upanishads
which means, “I AM God”.
A disclaimer here, I am not using “GOD” in any religious context
nor these words of Sanskrit used it in that sense. It simply is
referring to the Source from which the entire cosmos and
everything else is created.
Two of the aspects of the Source Power is the Yin & the
Yang energy, the Shiva & the Shakti, the Divine Masculine
and the Divine Feminine. These are what we refers to as
Divine Twins and when Souls who is on the path of
realizing the same powers, are awakened and come together
they are known as Twin-Souls and the Twin-Flames.
The power, the energy of Divine Masculine & Feminine
isn’t “male” or “female” and don’t have the same male or
female characteristics that the 3D reality associate them
with. The Yang & Yin is quite different to what we understand
them to be.
The Yang – Masculine – Shiva is our Father. The “Lord’s
Prayer” describes it in the best manner,
“Our Father who art in heaven”
Here “Our Father” is referring to the Masculine Aspect, the
Yang Energy of the un-manifest who lives in heaven which is
the Crown and above, of our body. “Heaven” is symbolizing
the crown area above which the Incarnated Soul is housed
and in which all our bodies reside.

We as humans thus have the same power, same energy as the
Yang aspect of the Source, within us. We already know that, even if
we haven’t fully experienced it’s magic & power, but this 21-Days
Program is going to change it.
This un-manifest energy of the Source has all the potential power to
master our life in every way, mastering all its aspects. Shiva, the Father,
Yang, the Divine Masculine whatever we call this power is always active,
and ready to help us. Since we haven’t connected with it so the
activation has not taken place.
The Yin, the manifest, the Divine Feminine, the Kundalini Goddess
resides at the base of our spine because she is the “Grounding”
power of the Creation, She is the “Womb” without which nothing
can be birthed.
In yogic terms this Divine feminine who resides in our roots,
is named the Kundalini, the ultimate Goddess Power. As Earth
She’s the Root Power in all of us, detailed in the Lord’s Prayer as,
“Thy Kingdom come, thy will be done,
On Earth as it is in Heaven.”

“Yoga” or “Yogic way of Life” is a way of life, and I’m not speaking
of “hatha-Yoga” here which is just a part of the whole “Yoga”. Yoga
is a Sanskrit word which means “Union” or “Marriage” and refers
to the yoga of these two powerful energies in us.
We’re the children of these two divine energies, and also the
“home” for them. In 3D reality a home can’t be a home if nobody
is “living” in it, which means; if these two powerful energies aren’t
activated by us they aren't "living" and our sacred space of the body
isn't what it meant to be. Since ancient times this thought has
become prevalent that if we’re not married, we’re not
complete. All these are offshoots of the “yogic union” of these
powers in us.

When the Yang and the Yin connects and activates in us there’s
nothing in this Universe that can stop our ascension; our rising.
We don’t have to leave this material life and be minimalist or go to
mountains to live alone and in austerity because our Source power
is activated.
Know that we are meant to be here, to know our divinity
and use it in our daily life helping and uplifting others as
we go. Being a Yogic Master is a lifestyle, is a state and that
doesn’t mean changing/shifting places literally.There are
many great Masters among us doing their work and
living their life like us, simply with ease.
And this 21-Day program aims at just that, connecting your
Divine energies to activate your Source Power, so you
are connected to the Source in all its tangible glory.

SECRETS REVEALED

Throughout different religions the Goddess-Power, Kundalini has
been scorned to be a devil energy. Because as She rises in us through
our meridians which gives the rising energy a zig-zag snake like motion.
And because of this, ignorant people put this ultimate pranic
(life-giving) energy in the negative.
Before we reveal the secret, which is profound and will change your
perspective, we have to move out of our fear zone. Staying in this base
negativity has never helped anyone, so know that Kundalini is
the Goddess that you love, as every Goddess depicted
throughout different cultures and spiritual traditions, is a
part of Her. Embrace her power fearlessly letting yourself
get empowered through this all pervading, omnipresent,
Source light.
Let nothing hold you back!!!!!
The secret is about everything in this entire Cosmos, and that
they are all made of Yang & Yin, the Divine Masculine & the Divine
Feminine. There is no other way through which anything can
come alive in our world or the Universe. And when we start
becoming aware of these tow major powers in everything
including our health, we start becoming the Master
we're meant to be!!!!!
As we work through these two energies, finding them,
balancing them in our life, in our thoughts, beliefs and
system, everything instantly starts flowing and gets better.
As this program is created with the Divine Feminine &
Divine Masculine, so is our physical body-our mind and our emotions
are created with these.
I’m discussing about our body-parts and their association with Divine
Masculine & Divine Feminine, in the videos and revealing a simple
procedure to connect with your Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine
side with ease.

In this 21-Days of enhancement of our Abundance Code,
Divine Masculine is stronger in Prayer while the Divine Feminine
in Gratitude.
Both of them create an amazing balance that caters to the creation
of Source-Power through this Program and thus whatever we are trying
to create through this program is created with eased and grace and all
beauty of the Universe.
Let me give you another fact associated with this 21-Day program,
and that’s about the healing practice of this program that
your Spirit-Team, has created. The healing process in this program
which comes across as very simple, is in reality amazingly powerful,
promising stunning results.
I will not ask you to believe the results, before you experience them;
because your Spirit-Team has worked hard to put in the right
semantics that your subconscious automatically starts trusting.

MY EMPOWERING JOURNEY

I have been in a prolonged period of the dark night and even my
shamanic healer told me that this incarnation for me was specially
to let go off lifetimes of karma so I had to go through more difficulties
than anyone else.
And I know as I was completely in dark, there are many like me who don't
even know what phase of life they are going through and growing through,
which makes life far more difficult than it should be.
And I keep praying that they will soon, so if you feel like helping your
star-family and lightworker friends/family then consider sharing a
review with me, a genuine one after you see the changes so we can
strengthen our good karma while helping others find their way.
We all are finding our way, and when we help others, we’re
helped with more clarity & better insight.
Let me tell you, I was in a deep dark place of emotional purging
and this karmic cycle wasn't ending even with my awakening, at
least it felt like that. And in the confusing awakening I asked for help
from my Spirit-Team and this is what was given to me and
it did rescued me, literally.
This was kind of an out-of-the-blue experience, mostly an “a-ha”
moment of epiphany but it never occurred to me how much it will
work for me. As I went into the 15th day I was feeling more myself,
more in charge, more confident and I was having immense insights into
my life. My dreams were becoming stronger, and the fears and doubts
I will feel, started to disseminate, and then the changes started
happening in my life.

Since last 10 + years I have had so many things that I
downloaded, experienced which I could-should have shared but never got throug
it as the spirits wanted it just for me. Me here sharing this Source’s work
with you is a kind of miracle for me too.

Since last 10 + years I have had so many things that I channeled,
experienced; which I could-should have shared but never got through
it, as spirits wanted it just for me. And now, this version of me here,
with you sharing this powerful work from the Source
is a kind of miracle for me 😊.
Take it as this feels or resonated with you, but this vision wasn’t
even in my dreams, it just happened. What I’m trying to tell you here is,
you would be taken to places, your situations will change, and most of
all you will see the changes in you, in your subconscious and how you
feel so different and so powerful!!!

POWERFUL STRATEGIES TO USE THIS PROGRAM TO YOUR
BEST BENEFIT

1. Use it with the focus on YOU: The first important intention
through this program is to have the idea and
belief of “changing MY life”, “changing MY
circumstances”. Clarity on what I want in my
life and for me, can help us start seeing
changes form the first day.
But if we’re focusing on others and how they should be in our life
and what they should do for us, trust me the bounty will go to
them. The activation of the code is doubtful but the blessings not
being ours but theirs’s is a sure thing. So be sure of that. After
reading this e-book and before starting your 1st day, write down
“what you want” form this program and build from there.
2. Don’t play with negativity: This program is super-powerful. If
you have done even the first ritual you
will know, so the most important aspect
to keep our circle clean is not working
with negativity and with a revenge-policy
or a hatred or anger-policy.
As you work through this program you are getting more powerful, and
you already have had powers in you, so it kind of doubles through this.
And when you have power the karmic circle works faster than ever. We
will want good karma, blessings, windfalls, success, happiness,
freedom and for all of this to come true the requirement is not to play
with negativity but having good intentions.
3. Taking Accountability: Commit yourself today for your good
life, for your success!!!!! This is one of the
most important factors and as I see it, things
didn’t work out for wonderful, beautiful,
good people just because they won’t take
accountability and not commit. This is also
falling into the victim-mode mentality of the
world coming from self-sabotaging patterns.
In this WE lose power, WE lose our success.

Taking the right action that your Spirit-Team wants you to take is
also about accountability & commitment. When you are working
with this program you are bound to open and awaken your 3rd Eye
and with that your telepathy with the higher-realms, with the
Source Power would strengthen so your intuition will be quite
honed. What you do with the details and information will make this
work magical or not.
Working through this guidance is your accountability. If you’re
taking care of that be sure, nobody will be able to pull you down
from your thrown.
4. Belief is your best Friend: Doubts are always defeating, selfsabotaging thoughts. The more you trust
your instinct, your Spirit-Team, the better
and faster the results.
Doubts are like clouds covering even the brightest sunshine, and
we live in a world that’s full of it. So how are we going to not fall
into its trap?
The best way is to trust in yourself and your Spirit-Team. Believe
that what you seek is yours and whatever it may be this practice as
it’s changing you is also changing your reality into the one that you
want.
5. Gratitude-Prayer is a memory uprooted: The fact of our life as
humans is that we are the
“manifestation” of Divine in flesh. So
whatever we can see and perceive we
already have. Our perception is just not
imagination, it’s a reality that we can
create. The 3D reality is an illusion and as
already stated we are incorporating tow
powerful Source energy to help us and
act as us to achieve that which is already
ours.

We forgot that we have everything and that “memory” coming back
to uproot the soul amnesia we have. Enjoy this 21 Days for your
best and know you are well on the way to it!!!!!

WELCOME
TO
YOUR
NEW-LIFE!!!

